Case Study

Accedian manages ‘live’ performance
experience at high-profile global sports event
Background
This B2B communications service provider in Latin America is a leading
provider of broadband, mobile and IT services for large enterprises. The CSP
is the official telecom and IT provider for an annual global sporting event
for one of its long-term enterprise customers. The event is broadcast live to
over 135 million TV viewers globally. Spectators attending the event pay a
premium to access viewing and hospitality areas.

Accedian proactively monitors live TV broadcasts, video streaming,
visitor Wi-Fi quality and mobile application experience at an event
where every millisecond counts.

Customer challenges
The customer was under pressure to ensure that the high-speed network links
were working optimally to broadcast video from the event directly to the TV
broadcast network, located in another city. It’s a major problem if the signal is
delayed or they lose connection, even for a subsecond.
Another requirement was that visitors to the event have a positive Wi-Fi
experience and can access popular mobile applications such as WhatsApp.

Accedian solution
Accedian proved the value of the Skylight™ solution during pre-sales demos
and testing and was selected to replace the provider’s existing performance
management vendor. The timeline was tight but Accedian managed to design, test
and deploy a solution for the event in just 30 days.
Accedian Skylight manages both network and application performance from
layers 2 to 7 with high levels of accuracy, granularity and ease of reporting.
By implementing Skylight, the customer was able to:
• Optimize high-speed data links for TV broadcast by continuously monitoring 		
bandwidth, availability, latency, and buffering
• Proactively monitor network bandwidth and Wi-Fi performance in real time
• Analyze application performance and usage by customer types such as VIPs
and press.
• Combine reporting and visualization of network and application KPIs for fast 		
troubleshooting

Customer benefits
• 100% availability – no downtime or major customer-impacting incidents occurred.
• ‘Performance Management-as-a-service’ commercial model is implemented in a
short time-frame
• Customized KPI reports for executives and operations in real time
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How Accedian manages network and application performance
• Pinpoints whether issues are with the network, resources or application
• Monitors packet loss by network segment
• Measures impact on TCP transmission and application response time
• Combined reporting and visualization of application and network performance
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Why Accedian?
We manage the performance of business-critical networks and IT for sporting events, concerts, or
corporate events.
Accedian delivers subsecond performance assurance for live events globally where delay and downtime
are not an option. The short event time-frame demands a fast set-up and flexible service options.
Throughout the event, we provide continuous performance monitoring-as-a-service for:
• Video streaming and broadcast TV
• Visitor Wi-Fi and mobile apps
• IT and comms infrastructure

Accedian is unique in providing highly accurate and granular
performance management and real-time reporting and visualization.
• Accedian Skylight monitors networks at the sub-second level 		
detecting ‘invisible’ microbursts of packet loss that impact 		
application performance
• Accedian proactively manages the performance of both the 		
network and applications from a single platform. This speeds up
the ability to detect whether issues are coming from the network
or applications.
• Accedian delivers Performance Management-as-a-service 		
customized solutions

About Accedian
Accedian is the leader in performance analytics and end user experience solutions, dedicated
to providing our customers with the ability to assure their digital infrastructure, while helping
them to unlock the full productivity of their users.
Learn more at accedian.com
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